
Texture Collection
New profiles for high-end finishes.

PORCELANOSA Grupo



The Texture Collection profiles illustrate a new step in the evolution of wall tile decoration. In addi-
tion to colour, touch becomes a key element in design industry. 

This new cutting-edge collection has been designed to combine with the latest trends in porcelain 
tiles where matt colors and textured finishes are gaining more relevance. 

Texture Collection



cast iron

sand coal bone

cast copper cement



cast iron
Cast iron inspires this industrial-looking profile, designed to match 

dark shades or even light colors.



cast copper
Copper and rust are combined in this profile with a touch of volcanic 

rock. Unique profile for stone and wood effect tiles.



cement
Cement is a basic element in architecture. This solid medium light 

grey profile is an excellent option to combine with limestone or 

concrete effect tiles.



sand
Sand finish brings a warm and cosy touch to any tile. This sandy 
textured profile is ideal for collections inspired by natural stones.



coal
Black is synonymous with elegance and timelessness. This deep 
black profile is a trendy and everlasting complement for any grey 
and white tile. 



bone

White is the classic color par excellence for interior design. This 
pure white profile is the perfect and essential accompaniment to 
any tile.
 



8 mm

h

22,1mm

pro-part
This collection is made on the basis of the pro-part profile, a 
classic in the decoration of floor and wall tiles from    
PORCELANOSA Grupo. 

The right-angled design, with a side of 8 mm and another side 
of varying height, depending on the thickness of the tile, makes 
pro-part a versatile profile with a wide variety of applications.

Made of extruded brass, the Texture profiles provide a high quality finish and superior strength, suita-
ble for both floors and walls.

Profile Name Height Code
pro-part cast iron 11 mm 100222994          
pro-part cast copper 11 mm 100223015
pro-part cement 11 mm 100226161
pro-part sand 11 mm 100226152          
pro-part coal 11 mm 100269081
pro-part bone 11 mm 100269007          



Floors
Texture profiles can also be used on interior floors in 
combination with floor tiles. Tile frames, protection of steps 
or separation of spaces are some of the applications of this 
collection that, with a high resistance to wear, is an important 
add-on in the decoration of floors.



Walls
Texture profiles replace the traditional friezes and listels used in 

ceramic decoration. When the design of the wall tile requires a 
decorative line, the Texture profiles become an excellent choice, 

both placed vertically and horizontally, either separating or 
framing any element of the wall.



Corners
When working with wall tiles, it is absolutely essential to protect 
and cover the corners. Texture profiles offer a perfect finish with 
all kind of tiles, including rectified ones, adding high impact 
resistance, safety and decoration.



Wet areas
The resistance to contact and action of water is one of the main 
characteristics of Texture profiles. They can be used in kitchens, 

bathrooms, shower cabins and steam rooms.
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